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I learnt that the fat in my ass, breasts and hips would drop away, that 
the bones in my face would thicken, that I would grow more hair 
on my face, chest, abdomen, and back. My clitoris would enlarge. I 
learnt I would not grow a penis. I learnt what would happen to my 
body if I took testosterone.

(I never took testosterone.)
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I am shifting my frame of reference.
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I am becoming my brother’s brother,
my sister’s brother, I am becoming my
own twin, a brother to myself.
I am becoming my mother’s son and my father’s son.
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15/10/13

I take the DSM V, published in May 2013, as my point of departure, 
specifically the defining of ‘gender dysphoria’ as a new conception 
of what was previously named ‘gender identity disorder’. I wish to 
call this into question (though in no way subjugate or invalidate the 
experience of trans people) but instead to critique the premise on 
which some elements of this disorder are established. In particular, 
I look to address the adherence to ‘gender norms’ and the extent to 
which those who do not conform to traditional gender roles are seen 
as abnormal. In what respect can the gender normativity be defined 
and how pervasive and relevant are these ideas in the western 
society in the 21st century, more specifically in the context of my 
current place of residency Ghent, Belgium. 
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In becoming boy I can never really become male:  
I am always in state of becoming.
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07/02/2014

I am re-imagining my sense of self around the premise ‘What if 26 
years ago they had said “it’s a boy” How would I be living differ-
ently. How would I interact with the world. How would the world 
validate me.’ In the assumption of a male identity I am not only 
questioning how I would fulfil life as a boy, but also how the reality 
of living as a male influences how I feel in the here and now.

What does it mean as a designated, biological female to ‘become a 
man’. To appropriate the identity of another gender whilst remaining 
physically of female delineation. What does it mean to live out the 
expected gender norms of natal men. What is it to be gendered?
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I cannot sleep. I think maybe I have to try. What is it like to live it out.
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Period of documentation 9 months.
3 months Abigail.
3 months Andrew.
3 months A.
a) How I am adhering to the gender norms of my natal sex?
b) Practically how can I live as a man?
c) How does taking on the atypical gender norms make me feel about my own gendered existence?
d) How is it perceived by the world around me?
e) To what capacity can I create my own gendered reality?
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23/01/2014

When I look out at the world, I can see a faint hint of my hair in my 
vision and a sense of my cheeks below, I watch my hands type in 
front of me, I have bitten nails and half rough/half smooth skin, it is 
only in my reflection that I become ‘female’ this reflection may be a 
mirror or it maybe the reflection of myself in the people around me.

At birth the midwife told my parents I was female and my parents 
told me and everyone around them that I was female. What is this 
category to which I have been assigned at birth. What or who would 
I be if I was male. How would the world approach me. How would 
I hold myself.
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Where do you feel gender located? Does it reside equally in all 
different aspects of life or is it buried deep in one location?

Oh yes, of course, Judith Butler says lots of good things about this, 
that gender is something that we become but we can never be. It 
is a conundrum.

If you really want a location for gender, I think it is where gender is 
enforced or where gender is almost embedded. I would like to think 
of gender as a free floating effigy but it is where it is consecrated, 
where it is made concrete that gender is located. This location is 
constructed through design and through social structure.

So, is it in materiality or in social structures?

I would not say it is in materiality but instead in the human orien-
tation towards materiality, in this sense I mean clothing, objects, 
space and media, especially media. I don’t believe there is any 
location for gender but it becomes located where it appears as some-
thing fixed, something architectural, something permanent and it 
is not. 

Exert from ‘She/He in conversation with She/They A conversation between an 
artist and a designer’.
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Material
clothes

apartment
iphone
tripod

computer
coil

Social
offline
online
name

friends
family
public

facebook
skype
email

Physiological
periods
muscles

voice
breasts
uterus
penis

 Psychological
identification

how does it feel
differences
sexuality
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23/01/2014

What would it like to be the universal human, the base unit, the 
white male. I am already white so I am half way there. To be not 
woman, not other, but to be man. It is this in the becoming I will 
become or the closest I can naturally come to being universal.

Is being accepted as the universal purely consequence of what I 
have between my thighs? What if I pass as man without a genital 
inspection. If I am simply thought to be male is that enough, am I in?

I have been female. I am dropping the ‘fe’. I am dropping my voice. 
I am scared. What will be thought of me. Will I look a fool a little 
girl playing dress up. Will I lose my credit, the credit I have built 
up as female I have learnt. The tricks and tips on ‘How to win my 
man How look good naked How to find a way to a man’s heart.’
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09-11-2013 at 22.2409-11-2013 at 22.24 #609-11-2013 at 22.24 #5

09-11-2013 at 22.24 #409-11-2013 at 22.24 #309-11-2013 at 22.24 #2

09-11-2013 at 22.2309-11-2013 at 22.23 #709-11-2013 at 22.23 #6

09-11-2013 at 22.23 #509-11-2013 at 22.23 #409-11-2013 at 22.23 #3

09-11-2013 at 22.23 #209-11-2013 at 22.2209-11-2013 at 22.22 #2
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(Did you gender me? I don’t remember when it happened but I believe you were quite quick to judge was it before I was 
even breathing. Was I looking sexy then?)
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ABIGAIL

Abigail is a female given name.
The name comes from the Hebrew name
ֲא ַגיִב ֲא / לִי ָגיִב Avigail, meaning ‘my לִי
father’s joy’ (alternatively ‘my father
rejoices’, or ‘my father is joy’).
Abigail was the wife of King David in the
Hebrew Bible (Book of Samuel), and is
described as an intelligent and beautiful
woman.
– Wikipedia
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Abigail tilts her head. I am aggressive and driven. This is not very ladylike.
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I am 156 cycles of menstruation.
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I fulfil femininity well, my body has
matured into woman, I curve. My hips
are wide. I am short. I am cute. I make
little animal noises, I act like I need
men,I am nice. I am friendly and polite.

I am sexy. I cry. I talk a lot. I talk about
how it is good to talk a lot and cry. I am
Abigail, but I have also been girls, sister,
daughter, girlfriend, niece, bitch, darling,
sweetheart, baby, babes, cutie, shortie,
lover, crybaby, slut and psycho.

29-11-2012 at 11.3929-11-2012 at 11.3029-11-2012 at 11.29

29-11-2012 at 11.2829-11-2012 at 11.28 #329-11-2012 at 11.28 #2
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These images were never meant for public consumption they are part of a private archive a private 
search for the correct angle. I’m not quite sure what I was doing. When I look back through my 
computer I see they start in 2006. They start when I own a computer with a forward facing camera 
before this all the photos where a ritual performed by my lovers not myself.

I seem to be privately rehearsing myself. 
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(Such A Fucking Poser)

05-08-2013 at 10.3005-08-2013 at 10.30 #2

05-08-2013 at 10.2905-08-2013 at 10.29 #505-08-2013 at 10.29 #4

05-08-2013 at 10.29 #305-08-2013 at 10.29 #205-08-2013 at 10.28

05-08-2013 at 10.28 #405-08-2013 at 10.28 #305-08-2013 at 10.28 #2
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01-04-2013 at 18.18

01-04-2013 at 18.18 #301-04-2013 at 18.18 #201-04-2013 at 18.17
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(What are these new shapes I will have to make.)
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A selfie is a self-portrait photograph, typically taken with a hand-held digital camera or camera phone. 

I BUY AN IPHONE TO DOCUMENT. 
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BRITISH CULTURE
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No. 1
There were three of us sitting at bus stop waiting for a night bus. 
We are drunk. T is complimenting L of how good she looks and L 
in turn is complimenting T. A is upset she is not complimented. T 
tells A that she has enough compliments and knows she is beautiful 
so she does not need T and L to tell her.

No. 2
Abigail is 16. Her sister and her measure their thighs. Her sister’s 
are bigger but her thighs look fatter in the mirror.

When ever we see each other they are compelled instantly to tell 
each other that they look so slim.

No. 3
The largest newspaper in circulation in Britain features a full page 
picture of topless young woman daily.

Abigail walks down Muswell Hill in topless. A police car pulls over 
and demands that she put her top back on.
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No matter how hard you try there is
always another woman more beautiful
than you not wearing makeup.
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I am not feminine enough.
Abigail shaved my legs since I was 12.
Abigail pierced my ears at 16.
Abigail waxes my pubic hair into a ‘landing strip’.
Abigail worries that all men constantly wanted anal sex.
Abigail only wore lacy black underwear.
Abigail drank only diet coke.
Abigail wears make up to make my face look better.
Abigail wears high heels to make my legs look slimmer.
Abigail worries that I seem too forward in wanting sex.
Abigail owns a ton of body products.
Abigail thinks my stomach is not flat enough.
Abigail thinks my legs are not long enough.
Abigail carries a bag everywhere with a purse and several lipsticks.
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Ghent 

(This is not a capital nor a metropolis. You are not anonymous here. There is less diversity, more normativity.)
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My Room
Domestic Life

Home
Private Space

My Material World
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When I started to look around the room
and began to remove the most markedly
feminine object in preparation for
Andrews arrival, I realised most (if not
all) of what I was removing I had not
purchased myself.

What would my space look like if only the
items I purchased remained.
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I contradict myself. How can objects be gendered? Isn’t that just marketing. Trying to think of items that and can 
genuinely be marketed by design to a particular gender. Condoms / tampons / bras / breast pumps / cock-ring / 
contraceptive pill. What and where is this distinction between sex and gender?
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Abigail has never been given a bottle of whiskey as a gift.
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It is as though I woke up one day and thought ‘Holy shit what is all this stuff?’ These were not the processions of the person 
I thought I was.
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I am a material girl
living in a material world.
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BATHROOM INVENTORY 
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I use this so I don’t get pregnant.

(I took the pill for 9 years. I had the copper coil inserted at the beginning of the project so I would have no additional 
female hormones in my body. It hurt like fucking hell, I vomited all day. I already hated the project.)
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These products help keep me smooth soft, shiny, glossy, glittery, bouncy, sharp, dark, relaxed, waxed, trimmed, tweezed, 
scrubbed, sleek, both covered up and colourful plus smelling fresh/clean and seductive/magical all at the same time.
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I talk about Abigail.
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I test. 
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13-01-2014 at 16.4913-01-2014 at 16.48

13-01-2014 at 16.48 #513-01-2014 at 16.48 #4

13-01-2014 at 16.48 #313-01-2014 at 16.48 #2
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Everyone called me Andrew except the person I was seeing parents, he never told them. I felt surely it would be less awkward 
to tell them that I was trying to look like a boy.
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ANDREW

The word is derived from the Greek:
Ανδρέας, Andreas, itself related to Ancient
Greek: ἀνήρ/ἀνδρός, aner/andros, ‘man’
(as opposed to ‘woman’), thus meaning
‘manly’ and, as consequence, ‘strong’,
‘courageous’, and ‘warrior’. In the King
James Bible, the Greek is translated as
Andrew.
– Wikipedia
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28/01/14

It is my turn I point at a picture on my iphone, the barber asks me 
several time if this is really the cut I want, I nod. It is amazing to 
see how my face changes as I am excited. A group of boys watch 
as they wait. 
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I asked friends of mine if they would teach me to be a man but they said they were not ‘really’ men as they were gay.
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I am so nervous. I get very hot. The binder is so tight it is hard to focus.

My first day as Andrew.

It is the beginning of a new seminar,
in as few words as possible I tell my
professor (who I have never met before)
that although I am enrolled in the class
as Abigail, I prefer to go by Andrew.

He just gives a half smile in return.
My first introduction is over.
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22/05/2014 08:33Gmail - Lecture slides

Page 1 of 1https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7562e92597&view=pt…true&search=query&msg=1446007b09210167&siml=1446007b09210167

Andrew Liparoto <andrew.liparoto@gmail.com>

Lecture slides

Andrew Liparoto <andrew.liparoto@gmail.com> Sun, Feb 23, 2014 at 7:35 PM
To: Ellen Simon <Ellen.Simon@ugent.be>

Hello Ellen, 

I hope you are well. I wanted to know when you would be posting the lecture slides from last week on Minerva as i
would like to recap and learn them before the next class. I have ordered the book but unfortunately it has been
very slow to arrive.

I also wanted to make the comment to you that although am enrol on the course as Abigail, i am currently going by
the name Andrew, hence the email address. 

Thanks & Best Wishes
Andrew

-- 
-----------------------------
ANDREW LIPAROTO
+32 485568155
----------------------
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31-01-2014 at 00.4031-01-2014 at 00.40 #4

31-01-2014 at 00.40 #331-01-2014 at 00.40 #2

A new acquaintance on hearing that my name used to be Abigail exclaimed that ‘Andrew suits you much better’.
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15/02/2014

Although I don’t feel that uncomfortable as Andrew, I do miss 
Abigail, especially on a Saturday night in a crowded party. Walking 
through a bar is definitely not the same. It is hard to get used to 
basic social mechanics, how do I dance now? How do I act when I 
order a drink at a crowded bar? When I move through a crowded 
dance floor who do I exchange smiles with? The first night out is 
hard but then again I am just finding my wings. I am having to 
learn a whole new way to interact. My one triumph was after being 
observed dancing with a friend of mine, a man commented to her 
what ‘So you’ll choose that 16 year old over me’. I may seem young 
but I passed!
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I am quizzed and questioned.
Now I have said I am to become male those around me want me to conform to their idea of 
masculinity. I must eat meat I am told. I cannot wear those shoes. The cut of those jeans is wrong. 
You must drink beer. You must hold the bottle this way.

Everyone has an opinion on what will make me more of a man. Even those who claimed not to 
subscribe to these ideals were happy to jump in and tell me how not to act.

WHO IS ANDREW

What beer do I drink?
What porn do I watch?
How often do masturbate?
Am I vegetarian?
What is my sexual orientation?
How do I have sex?
Why am I not more muscular?
Why are my hips so big?
What food do I like?
What am I into?
What football team do I support?
What clothes do I wear?
How does he spend money?
How does he talk to others?
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Andrew had no feminism, no ‘I can
do this, you can’t tell me that I can’t’.
Andrew was restricted. There was a
certain freedom in this restriction. I
could not shave my legs or wear a dress.
I could not only stay on the low setting
on the running machine as Abigail had.
Andrew was told how he could stand,
what he could eat how he should dress.
Those around me made sure of it.
Andrew was regulated.
Andrew was not masculine enough because he was a vegetarian, because he drank white wine, 
because he held his beer wrong. Andrew was masculine enough because his legs were hairy, 
because he ran hard fast, because he sweated, because he stank.
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I shop therefore I am.
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Andrew makes his own friends.
Berlin / Bruges / Beernem / Ghent / Eindhoven
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Andrew learnt to drink beer.
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03/03/2014

It turns out Andrew likes to go to the gym after signing up 4 weeks 
ago and getting himself a training regime to go with it, it has 
become an integral part of his life, running for a bit under an hour 
and then weight training at least 3/4 times a week has become the 
norm. Going to the gym is the time I feel most authentically mascu-
line whatever that may mean, wearing black football shorts and 
bearing by now an abundance of dark leg hair I feel I committed 
and focused on getting in shape and building muscle in a way I 
never have before. Andrew out does Abigail at the gym, running 
easily for a hour, something that Abigail would have given up on 
after 15 mins, he ran 10km the other day without much of a thought.

I am a little overwhelmed by the furore and commitment with 
which Andrew has taken to going to the gym. How is this change 
in outfit or this shift in mentality having such a difference? Perhaps 
it is the absence of make up, exotic clothing or playing with hair 
do’s (none of which I was so aware of doing before but now see 
how integral they were to me) I turn to the one thing I can play 
with appropriately with the norms of masculinity to which I am 
attempting to adhere, that is my body. Post shower I find myself no 
longer staring into the mirror examining my skin or grooming by 
hair but instead flexing my arms or legs examining the small but 
steady changes. I now find myself researching better workouts, 
protein shakes, reading blog entries on how to best build muscle as 
a vegetarian and thinking how I must push myself more.
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Andrew made his own work. 
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My computer starts to think I am a guy. 
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When Andrew wore a binder his chest
was smoothed to pec like perfection.
Andrew had trouble breathing when he wore a binder too long. He could not focus and felt dizzy 
from the mesh fabric that engulfed his torso The appearance was satisfying and I would marvel at 
my beautiful flat chest under shirts and jumpers. T-shirts look fantastic with smooth chest.

The longer it went on the more I desired my body to be smooth and straight, I would become 
perplexed by my reflection in the mirror. Why did my body remain so soft and feminine?

Andrew was never meant to be completely passable. I was meant to inhabit a space perform an idea but he started to get 
under my skin. He worked more that I ever thought he would. He made me desire to be different. 
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I look like an uncooked chicken with a massive penis.
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Why does my body remain soft and
feminine?
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08-03-2014 at 12.2108-03-2014 at 12.21 #4

08-03-2014 at 12.21 #308-03-2014 at 12.21 #208-03-2014 at 12.20

For the first time at the age of 28 I finally think I know what my face looks likes.
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11-02-2014 at 23.4511-02-2014 at 23.45 copy
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RELATING TO PEE
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No. 1
Andrew has to pee on a stick. He is 2 weeks late.
He buys a pregnancy test.
It is a false alarm, my body must be adapting to the coil.

(I am experiencing the limitations of the desire to experience the 
other’s experience, my body still has concerns of its own.)

No. 2
Andrew is learning how to pee standing.
It took a few attempts and sometimes it trickled down my leg.

NOTE* It is common custom in Germany for men to sit down to 
pee. It is reported in a English news paper that ‘men in Germany 
urinate like a woman’.

No. 3
Andrew hovers on the threshold of public toilets not wanting to 
commit to either, neither wanting to confirm or deny.
A basic function has become a dilemma.

Is a performance of masculinity enough to gain access to 
the men’s or is a penis required? Since we don’t walk around 
exposing our genitals I am guessing the first would suffice. But 
perhaps it is not enough to display ‘masculinity’, instead one must 
pass as a man. Do I pass?

(I am learning it is difficult to straddle the two.)
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GOLDYCOCKS AND THE 3 BEARS

one to pack (soft)
one to pee (waterproof)

one to fuck (hard)
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Andrew was a contradiction. He desired to fulfil the norms but in fulfilling the norms he fell out of them.
I was presenting as male whilst clearly still female. I had become queer.
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I did not realise that the penis was such
multifunctional object the swiss army
knife of the trousers.
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PIZZA NIGHT

I arrived with beer, chips and pizza. I am now sitting on a couch 
in a house of people I don’t know I sit next to the one person I do 
know. I am introduced to everyone as Andrew. I open a beer. More 
guys arrive. There are about 8 of us in the small living room. That 
is 6 men including myself and two women. I have no hesitation to 
include myself in the calculation of guys. As it is crystal clear to 
which I better aligned. We sit drinking our beers watching the 
football. I sit back and observe the women of the group. The hostess 
brings in cake, a ritual I have performed many, many times. If I 
had been Abigail I would have been fussing to help her. I watched 
the guys they did not fuss, they simply sat and were happy to be 
handed cake. There could of been cake or not, they still would have 
been happy.

I was being served as a man by a woman who made cake. I felt the 
act of serving the cake was pathetic. It was so empty and trivial. I 
wonder why I am being so judgemental. It was never my intention 
to debased women.

Was it because the performance of hospitality felt so hollow when 
watched from the other side?
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31-03-2014 at 11.00

31-03-2014 at 10.5931-03-2014 at 08.57

31-03-2014 at 08.5631-03-2014 at 08.56 #2

Andrew owned far too many books on feminism. 
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30-01-2014 at 18.0830-01-2014 at 18.08 #230-01-2014 at 17.57

30-01-2014 at 17.5630-01-2014 at 17.5530-01-2014 at 17.55 #2

Andrew facilitated conversations he acted
as platform to discuss and debate, this
was part of his function.

Andrew was not another woman talking
about gender.
IT IS HARD WORK BEING ANDREW 24 HOURS A DAY.
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‘I hope Andrew is gay’
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This single statement is the closest I have ever come to a 
conversation about sexuality with my father. 
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BEAUTY & DESIRE
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No. 1
Andrew could not let go of Abigail and the desire to be 
considered beautiful. Andrew carried a picture of Abigail around 
in his wallet and occasionally showed it to people like a proud 
father, boyfriend.

Andrew desired to be beautiful.

No. 2
A guy on tinder asked Andrew to go for a coffee. I asked him 
what he thought of my pictures. He said I looked handsome. I had 
never been called handsome before. I told him I had a confession 
to make.

I had been desired by men before but never as a man. Andrew 
was much more successful with men than women. He had much 
more interest from women in Berlin.

No. 3
Andrew did not get as many Facebook likes on photos or 
compliments from friends/staff on what he looked like.

I had thought I would miss it. Instead it made me feel relaxed not 
having my appearance drawn attention to.
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Andrew celebrates his 27th birthday.
(He misses Abigail.)
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This T-shirt was a birthday present. It also was ‘the festival T-shirt’ of 2014. Andrew is on trend.
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BEING NOT BEING
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No. 1
Andrew catches a sound from a radio wafting over. The words 
that cling most to his ears are ‘The woman who claimed she was 
gang raped was later burnt to death’.

As much as I edge away from the category of woman, the word 
still resonates in my ear.

No. 2
There are some secretions that boxers were simply not designed 
for. Andrew feels like a cross dressers when he wears Abigail’s 
underwear under his boxers.

No. 3
Andrew dreamt about wearing Abigail’s orange necklace and 
planning their first outfit as Abigail’s in a flowery jump suit.

Although when it came time to end they never wore these items 
anymore. Much of what was packed up never got unpacked. 
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Abigail always loved underwear. She
owned 23 matching sets of bras and pants
in an array of colours but mainly black.
When Andrew was over their breasts felt strange when they hoisted them into their old bras. Their 
breasts sat front forward out in front of their chest. No longer swaddled safely to them. As they ran 
down the stairs their breasts bounced lightly and painfully upwards out of the half cup that they 
had so often resided in. They slowed down. They were more cautious.

(Abigail bought this underwear set to wear for a boyfriend on his 20th birthday along with stockings and silky black 
dressing gown. Lingerie had been part of a ritual of being a girlfriend.)
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THE PHOTOGRAPHER
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List of words for Breasts

melons
jugs

hooter
bosoms

tits
baps
boob

boobage
booby

breasticle
bust
can
cans

chesticles
chest puppies

funbags
fun bags

girls
the girls

headlights
mammaries

pair
puppies

rack
tits
titty

the twins
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‘One looked like a woman but was too tall
or maybe it was just the other one was so
small like a little boy.’

(In celebration of nipple hair)
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Andrew doesn’t care about money so much.
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THE WALLET

Andrew bought a wallet. Inside he kept his bank card, cash, id, 
student card, rail pass and it all fit neatly into the back pocket of 
his jeans. He was mobile.

The shift to wallet is so simple so banal but when you switch from 
a purse to a wallet you no longer have to carry a bag, all you need 
is a sturdy pocket. Which means you need to wear jeans or other 
thick material trousers with of course back pockets. So now you are 
someone that always wears trouser and does not carry a handbag. 
If you don’t carry a bag you don’t carry around extra cover up or 
lipsticks, or spare shoes. You make your final decision about your 
visible appearance before you leave the house. You fuss less as 
there is nothing to fuss with, your limbs are free to do as they wish 
and you have easy access to methods of payments or any id that 
you might require.
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Andrew carried a picture of Abigail
around in his wallet and occasionally
showed it to people like a proud father,
boyfriend.
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Performing femininity with limited
material. (The black scarf.)
All Abigail’s clothes are packed away in the attic. There was a black scarf hanging on the back of 
the door. I drape the scarf over me my lover is watching me. I start to see it’s potential as I cinch 
it round my waist or wrap it up around my neck. I become enamoured with my suddenly feminine 
reflection. I get lost in a game of acting out such old familiar shapes.

It has been 2 and a half months and I am starting to wonder if I should really stop in two weeks or continue. I am enjoying 
Andrew, to walk out the door in jeans and t-shirt with nothing but a wallet and always be dressed correctly for the occasion 
to not apologise for my face because it only come in one look.
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I BECOME OBSESSED

I feel like I am going through puberty
again. Adapting to changes in my body
and wondering why other things don’t
change.
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I had felt vulnerability in Abigail that I could never place and even though I know I will never be Andrew, he gave me 
something more real than Abigail ever did. Andrew gave Abigail honesty.
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A phrase keeps repeating in my head:
‘Andrew wants a penis. Andrew wants a
penis’, I want to scream: ‘suck my dick.
I want to cum on your face.’ I seem to
have released my inner pubescent boy. I
want to be a pervert – to grab my crotch,
to look at myself in the mirror and think,
‘who’s that fucking handsome fellow?’
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Nothing reminds you, you are not a male
like bleeding for 7 days straight from the
space between your legs where your
penis is supposed to be.

Andrew wants a penis.

If I had a penis
I would cum on your face.
I would poke it into your back when you are trying to sleep.
I would complain about condoms.
I would pee standing.
I would pay for dinner.
I would wank all day.
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Andrew wants to be more muscular.
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LEGS ELEVEN
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No. 1
Andrew stops shaving Abigail’s legs. A practice she had have 
kept up religiously since she was 12.

Andrew goes running in shorts. Contrary to previous beliefs the 
world does not fall apart.

I am 26 years old and I had never before see what my legs looked 
like unshaven. My god they are sexy.

No. 2
I catch Andrew googling hair removal techniques. I lament that 
I only to be able to embrace it as a gimmick a fetish before I 
return to the more customary denial that it exists. That I only 
accept the natural formation of Andrew’s body under the guise 
of masculinity.

No. 3
I become strangely proud and attached to my leg hair. I feel 
compelled to show people how dark and thick it is. Everyone 
says it makes me look a lot more masculine and then always asks 
when I am going to have it removed. 
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People buy into to it. They enjoy it. They
play along. They ask me how my sister is
or talk to me about how they have not
seen my brother in a while.

Andrew is quieter sometimes. He is not as social as Abigail.
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Three months are over. Andrew & Abigail merge.
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A.

A (named a / e̍ɪ /, plural aes) is the first
letter and vowel in the ISO basic Latin
alphabet. It is similar to the Ancient
Greek letter alpha, from which it derives.

In algebra, the letter A along with other
letters at the beginning of the alphabet
is used to represent known quantities,
whereas the letters at the end of the
alphabet (x, y, z) are used to denote
unknown quantities.
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I go up to the loft and bring down Abigail’s stuff.
I put Abigail’s clothes on and attempt to return to habit of make up. I feel like I am wearing drag. 
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ANDREW
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ABIGAIL
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I like the name Andrew I want to keep it.
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I meet people in town and they don’t not
know what to call me, they could see
I was no longer Andrew but they did not
know my name they had only ever known
Andrew.

There was a unspoken sense of relief when the familiar shape of Abigail returned. The awkwardness subsided, and I am 
supposed to be back to normal. 
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As Andrew I was allowed hairy legs.
It was not taboo, it was expected.
AS ABIGAIL IT BECAME A POLITICAL STATEMENT.

I have become strangely proud of my leg hair. I show it off. I dress up in a skirt and camisole top 
with my legs out. Legs that when most men see, they feel compelled to tell me that mine are hairier 
then theirs.

I sit on a London street with a sign. It is only a jest but it is a liberating one. People comment, laugh, 
gasp, take photos and give me money. Will the half stubble of a sexy man’s face ever be in vogue for 
women legs, that ‘I am so busy working that I don’t have time to shave’ look. 
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The male body does not escape this either,  
their chests and faces too fall victim to these systemic deletions. We are in denial.
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I like my hairy underarms I keep them.
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My mothers was disapproving.
My father cringes.
My sister she said ‘God when are you going to shave’.
They seemed to take my legs hair as a personally.
I was not sure why it matters to them.

I give in and wax my legs.
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FEMININITY AGAIN
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No. 1
Andrew does a photo-shoot to document the end of the 3 months. 
He performs for the camera and takes off each item of clothing 
one by one and puts on Abigail clothes. He tries to perform 
Abigail.

(Rachel notes how much more insecure he becomes in 
performing Abigail.)

No. 2
A. needs money. They begin to waitress at a burger bar. They 
wear makeup again and smile a lot.

Sitting after work I talk about the project. A colleague exclaims 
‘oh so you’re the cross dresser’. I find out my boss had been 
scared that I would cross dress to work.

They ponder whether wearing jeans and t-shirt can be consid-
ered cross dressing.

No. 3
They are waitressing, they bring a coffee to a person sitting on 
the terrace, they comment that ‘You really pull off the short hair 
and that most women don’t’.

They tell the bald person that they really pull it off too. No one 
felt the need to comment on Andrew’s short hair.
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CALL ME ANDREW, EDWARD OR A.

‘Abigail’, a name which I always loved and
now seems strange to me, like it doesn’t fit.
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For lack of a better name people call me Abigail. After the project the topic of identification seems harder to broach.
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I buy an epilator.
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MY HEAD IS LIKE SCRAMBLED
EGGS. I THINK THIS MIGHT HAVE
BEEN A BAD IDEA.
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I did not have my period for three
months, when I spoke to friend and my
mother, they said maybe it is because of
Andrew.

I laughed at the idea.
Yet I still did not have my period.
I went to the doctors.
They did a blood test.
I was not pregnant.

The results abnormal.
I had 40% more testosterone than was normal.
I laughed.

(A few months after Andrew my testosterone levels returned to normal.)
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I am not sure what made the difference was it the two in one shower gel/shampoo or the beer but I am not the same Abigail 
as I was before even if I start to look like her. 
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A new ID.
My Passport is up for renewal and it will last 10 years. I consider legally changing my name.

I had desired to find a neutral space, to see to what extent I could create my own gender space. I was learning this is less of 
a individual decision but a public negotiation. I am learning that the norm is powerful.
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I MOVE OUT. THE 9 MONTHS ARE OVER. 
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3 months Abigail.
3 months Andrew.
3 months A.
a) How I am adhering to the gender norms of my natal sex?
b) Practically how can I live as a man?
c) How does taking on the atypical gender norms make me feel about my own gendered existence?
d) How is it perceived by the world around me?
e) To what capacity can I create my own gendered reality? 

a) More than I ever thought. b) Binder, protein shake and classic cut t-shirts. c) Mind fuck.
d) I’m either a gay man or a lesbian. e) Working on it.
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Later.
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It was personal and people got personal. I was challenged to prove 
my queer credentials by some and by others I was congratulated 
on doing this project as a research and not as someone ‘truly’ ques-
tioning my gender identity. I learnt that every one would have an 
opinion, I put myself out to be judged. Some tripped over themselves 
to tell me how I was not male enough as I did not skateboard or 
read comics.

By many others I was asked if it was real.

It was real, not in that I want to be Andrew (as he was the means 
not the aim) but in challenging how and why I live like I do and how 
living that way influences how I feel and how others interact with 
me. Real in exposing the mechanism and force in simple objects, 
language and in my orientation to space. In learning how its is hard 
to escape such entrenched ideas of masculinity and femininity and 
how everyones ideas of them are different.

There were no extremes but there was power in the banality. 
Andrew was more powerful then I ever imagined.
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WEEK 1.

Friday
1. pack for London + Venice
2. wash up
3. research & notes
4. trim nails
5. do recycling
6. photocopy book and return to library
7. chat with Stefaan
8. read Freud artist as researcher
9. export video again
10. Belgian chocolates
11. toiletries

Print coach ticket

I am bored of being offended so I will become
a man

1. why do I want to do this?
2. what are my goals?
3. what are my fears?
5. what is my current gender identification?
6. how do I feel about the current outline
 of gender?

WEEK 2.

Friday
1. explore gender books
2. message Sam
3. see Rachel Nienke dinner?
4. talk to Liz (date Monday)
5. check mega bus (thanksgiving)
6. wash jumper and bedsheets
7. send Sergej message
8. email Tor, Marjan, Florian
9. chat Judy and Lorena
10. review Venice artists
11. post air b’n’b
12. write about project
13. read Freud and DSM
14. chat w/ penny
15. email phonology lecture
16. email little Britain shop

maybe the sky is green

1. who is he?
2. what does he do?
3. does he like me?
4. what about sergej?
5. want to kiss him again?
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WEEK 3.

To do
1. write text for seminar
2. read Freud
3. read visible identities
4. read gender dysphoria
5. play with camera
6. edit slap
7. read KA
8. research cameras

alan andrew abe
abe liparoto

(gender dysphoria)

1. test shoot video diary style
2. recording tests

what does it mean to live as the gender identity 
of a man?

go to shops

1. 9am school
2. hang stuff
3. chat with man
4. take form to person

 
weekend

WEEK 4.

To do
1. spa (food)
2. hand in docs
3. return books
4. frame spray
5. performance
6. coffee
7. transfer images
8. return camera
9. make display decision
10. yoga

To do
1. buy roller tray
2. paint? colour (pink+blue+orange)
3. fries
4. performance?

Simon Fujiwara
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In under going my research into human nature 
I have discovered these 5 things

1. when I kiss him I think of you and when
 I kiss you I think of him
2. that you mean some between everything
 and nothing to me
3. don’t talk about sex too much
4. I think my cunt tastes rotten
5. when I fuck him I think of you and when
 I fuck you I think of him

WEEK 5.

1. pay rent
2. make outline of work
3. log book
4. read visible identities
5. continue transmen research
6. continue to document femininity
7. make appoint for chat with artist
8. check timetables for next year
9. show Chris paints

photocopy page – 26

TUESDAY LECTURE * do it

the creation of male and female is as much 
about one as the other

deal with it organise it process and compart-
mentalise it forget it bury it deep

be ok act normal

don’t share these thoughts don’t mention how 
your cunt smells keep yourself in check

no outburst keep it cool

1. scan for log book
2. test shoot colour products
3. products text
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WEEK 6.

CHECK TRANSPORT CHRISTMAS
1. gif’s
2. clothes catalogue?
3. my apartment spot the difference

Friday
1. photo body products
2. text for products

Film advice
tape maybe better to store (also physical)
trashy image but good sounds
get good mic

potential personal vs political

‘unknown knows’

WEEK 7.

1. log book finish layout
2. organize critic
3. 16 images on disc RA
4. research camera to buy + mic
5. order binder and packer
6. write about Zwarte Zaal
7. email cell about feedback comments
8. buy tickets to London

My head is so overwhelmed by everything I 
can’t seem to focus I need my head to be clear 
and calm but it is constantly half fuzz with so 
much to arrange.

lidl
1. eggs
2. flour
3. almonds
4. chocolate
5. wine
6. cheese
7. cava
8. crackers
9. chips
10. humus

1. Dill & Kamille returns
2. pack
3. clean room
4. bake biscotti
5. computer unload
6. hardrive (potentially mirror)

*Paradigm blindness*
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WEEK 8.

social study of myself

Saturday
1. return Dille & Kamille
2. spar lunch food
3. rubbish
4. paint frame

the stories we tell

Party
1. bread eggs
2. almonds
3. couscous?
4. lemons

WEEK 9.

1. 11 am get coil
2. buy phone (text Douk)
3. boy clothes shopping (SUNDAY)
4. lunch with Katy 1pm
5. install harddrive (ghent)
6. add contacts to iphone

To See
1. Emily
2. Kate. R
3. Katy. A
4. Bubble
5. Liz
6. Tia
7. Penny
8. Charlotte
9. Toray
10. Elise

need to buy
1. tripod case
2. lens enhancers

To Do FROM MONDAY
1. read gender trouble
2. review images
3. log book (tomo)
4. priority write about gender project
5. really get into my research
6. check flight to Nepal / India
7. practical aspects like ordering life
8. research coil stuff
9. flights to Berlin – Easter
10. course docs phonology
11. read up on phonology
12. air b’n’b apartment
13. pay Charlotte
14. work out money
15. order bicycle rack
16. new harddrive install
17. organise docs for project
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WEEK 10.

Week 1 Reading & writing
Week 2 Write reading interview with Lorena
Week 3 Facebook set up + practical stuff
Week 4 Change apartment
Week 5 First week of boy

 CUT MY HAIR START SLOW
 Learn to pee

CLOTHES
6 t-shirts
3 jumpers
2 coats
wallet
hat
bag / backpack
scarf
socks
shoes

Body
shower gel shampoo
trimer
bike? mens

Bed sheets
bed cover

Exercise
running, weights r’m

Friends
hang out with boys more

Behaviour
watching, observation
videos
posing learning / language

WEEK 11.

1. Read gender trouble
2. Freud
3. The second sex
4. Alice doesn’t

YOGA (tick)

1. organise hard drive
2. write about project
3. review videos
4. review note books
5. write notes on Venus Boyz
6. make soup
7. vegetable shopping Friday market
8. wash up
9. go to library
10. pick up package
11. H&M before school
12. go to studio stay 4 – 10

GO TO BED EARLY

In studio
1. write answers to questions
 pull reference picture
 fun drawings

My brother Andrew
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Today
1. collect package spa BREAD
2. H&M jeans
3. school + writing
4. shower videos (morning videos)
5. tooth paste buy
6. make Andrew calendar
7. photograph apartment
8. video next days
9. skype chat (Lorena, sister, mother,
 brother)

LIST
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WEEK 12.

1. post letters (spar)
2. film myself in the shower

1. face film
2. film kitchen
3. go shopping
4. photograph apartment
5. return camera
6. first draft poster finish
7. do filming of Abigail
8. coven text

1. washing up
2. laundry
3. videos
4. coffee Rachel
5. sign up for gym

Saturday
1. shopping * Monday
2. film apartment
3. pack apartment
4. hard drive organise
5. coven text
6. email Frank

Sunday
1. hangover deal with
2. Alexandre bake
3. organise Alexandre room
4. make gym schedule

Monday

WEEK 13.

Jan 24th – 30th
1. shower
2. wash up
3. film
4. dress
 (pregnancy test)

General aims
1. Take some time to focus on andrew
 (PAY MORE ATTENTION)
2. Learn phonetic alphabet
3. Read texts of JUDITH BUTLER
4. Film myself as Andrew
5. START WORKING AS ANDREW

ANDREW
1. stand to pee
2. voice Luke
3. gym fitness
4. applications
5. artist statement
6. differences activities
7. art work
8. photos of Andrew
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WEEK 14.
(no list)

WEEK 15.

General aims
1. Take some time to focus on Andrew
 (PAY MORE ATTENTION)
2. Learn phonetic alphabet
3. Read texts of JUDITH BUTLER
4. Film myself as Andrew
5. START WORKING AS ANDREW

ANDREW
1. stand to pee
2. voice Luke
3. gym fitness
4. applications
5. artist statement
6. differences activities
7. art work
8. photos of Andrew

Wednesday
1. read text all
2. arm weights
3. 1.30 – 3.30 world art
4. wash up
5. write text for coven
6. pick up sound
7. help Margre
8. images for coven text
9. BUY TOOTHPASTE

Thursday
1. work out gym
2. studio talk Stefaan
3. do sound recording
4. pick up projector
5. plan Silicone penis
6. video export several times in variations
7. meet Katerina + chris
8. talk to Jelle
9. test projector
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First week & 1/2
1. in between feelings actions
2. first class binder pain
3. Andrew name
4. barber shop build up
5. pregnancy test getting the coil
6. first night out stressful
7. voice so important
8. joining the gym
9. changing rooms + bathrooms
10. sneaking in to the girls
11. packing up apartment
12. body hair
13. normalising

WEEK 16.

Friday
8. gym
1. audio workshop w/ laptop
2. return projector peter
3. make cornflake cake
4. buy whiskey
5. dinner Nienke and R’m
6. filming + doing make up
7. write coven text

Saturday + Sunday
1. pack up washing to take
2. text for exhibition
3. Alex’s house
4. sex
5. phonetic alphabet learning
6. brother email
7. breakfast Nienke
8. washing
maximum heart rate 190 rest 60

Monday
1. gym
2. shopping essential body stuff
3. go to studio (stay late)
4. make soup (go to Friday market)
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THIS WEEK
take time to reflect on Andrew
write coven text
phonetic alphabet (to learn)
read text world art
DON’T GO OUT EACH NIGHT
FRIDAY BRUSSELS
chat to Stefaan about video ideas
photos air b’n’b
wallet get
drag king research
exchange t-shits H&M
play with voice recoding equipment

Tuesday
1. exhibition text and stills
2. shopping (blanket. box. wallet)
3. 1 pm class
4. arm exercises

Wednesday
1. talk to brother
2. wash up
3. make soup
4. class 1.30
5. evening gym
6. help R’m
7. email Paul
8. read materiality
9. recycling
10. sex

WEEK 17.

Friday
10. pay BASE
1. return H&M
2. buy shoes
3. learn to pee video
4. buy cones
5. read Sophie Calle text
6. arm weights
7. (idiot) Lars Von Trier watch
8. video about difference talking
9. parents Skype

Saturday
1. buy go pass
2. go to Brussels museum night
3. gym morning
4. diet plan – soups salads shakes
5. buy protein powder (for women)

Sunday
8. pancakes
1. phonetic alphabet
2. sex
3. have alone time
4. (export video or review)
5. (make learning to pee video)
6. photography apartment air b’n’b
7. arms

Monday
7. casting penis with wire
8. gym
9. read materiality
10. h+m return
11. desk and kitchen photo
12. video differences
13. call about book
14. buy pad of paper
15. pancakes
16. Judy chat
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Tuesday
1. study phonology
2. intro video about difference
3. pick up book
4. arms
5. caulking penis studio
6. arms
7. make second cover in latex
8. lecture 1–4
9. by pad of paper

Wednesday
1. gym 11 12.30
2. class 1.30
3. penis casting finish
4. plan next weeks presentation
5. read Sophie Calle
6. Andrew focus time

Wednesday
1. email photo Poland
2. invoices

Thursday
1. plan presentation
2. email reading
3. call HSBC
4. wash underwear
5. read artist as ethnographer
6. money work out
7. shower
8. video stand to pee
9. video tomorrow after gym
10. message ride share
11. gym 30 mins

WEEK 18.

Monday + Sunday
1. Facebook event*
2. power point presentation
3. Sophie Calle
4. ‘artist as ethnographers’
5. protein powder order
6. export video breast
7. Marge test
8. exercise 20 push ups 100 squats
 100 sit ups
9. review materiality
10. Hugo’s references
11. coven text
12. start emailing Abigail

Tuesday + Wednesday
1. interview Gabrielle
2. questions
3. Magre text
4. football evening
5. plan photo shoot Thursday
6. ride share 15.20
7. plan presentation
8. clean
9. dinner Alex
10. coven images

Thursday
1. camera + flash
2. dinner pizza 7pm
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WEEK 20.

Alex sexy time

Friday
1. Andrew talk videos
2. Andrew plan
3. Andrew write Abigail some letters
4. Reflect

Saturday
1. wash up
2. wash underwear
3. do many Andrew things
4. write about Andrew CV
5. videos Andrew
6. party
7. buy mop
8. buy protein powder

This week
1. email Diane Tor
2. email multi media department
3. email Ellen phonology
4. video Andrew talking
5. Stefaan Thursday
6. Hugo tutorial before Easter
7. read female chauvinist pig
8. clean apartment

Berlin
1. see friends
2. Poland
3. look for exhibition space
4. interviews sexuality, queer, normality
5. experiment with facial hair
6. keep working out
7. Diane Tor interview
8. FACIAL HAIR

Sunday
1. make penis and film
2. do cv
3. make application

Monday
study phonology

Monday
1. phonology
2. pee standing
3. make penis film
4. hema & mop
5. email Ellen
6. make list with labels
7. read chapter
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WEEK 19.

Friday
1. shoot
2. set up show
3. show!!

Saturday + Sunday
1. presentation
2. phonology work
3. reading Ellen article
4. SMAK
5. coffee Robert

Monday
6. gym
7. return camera
8. projector
9. photocopy phonology learning
10. transcription
11. eat well
12. review slides
13. wash up
14. read text

Tuesday
1. arm weights
2. breakfast
3. email Ellen
4. class
5. review slides
6. Magre
7. coven email
8. presentation

Wednesday
1. clean apartment
2. Kelly coffee
3. gym
4. pancakes Alexandre
5. presentation 1.30
 (forgot father birthday)

Thursday
1. gym 11km run
2. exhibition
3. Alex

Monday
1. study phonology

Monday
1. phonology (hell yeah)
2. pee standing
3. make penis film
4. Hema & mop
5. email Ellen
6. make list with labels
7. read chapter

Tuesday
1. Andrew talking video
2. sort out issues
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WEEK 21.

Friday
1. video (sum of all its parts)
2. email Diane Tor
3. gym
4. buy mop Saturday cleaning
5. Margre

April
1. write essay (materiality)
2. finish video. Andrew
3. application Van Abbe Museum
4. find place to show BERLIN
5. go to work office

Weekend
1. read stuff parts
2. edit video
3. do test voice overs
4. buy mop
5. gym 9.30 am
6. wash up

Week
5. Diane Tor email
6. Ben hair
7. Rachel coffee
8. video export
9. make Andrew video
10. one.com letter
11. gym
12. organise Andrew stuff Review
13. prepare research for talk Hugo

WEEK 22.

Friday
1. wash up
2. sort job stuff
3. look @ account
4. go to school work
5. make salad
6. organise Andrew videos tonight

Monday + Tuesday
1. gym
2. Margre move
3. work on video
4. collect bike
5. feel not sad
6. write air b’n’b
7. phonology
8. review
9. go to base

This week
1. arrange apartment keys swap
2. clean apartment Wednesday
3. pack for Berlin
4. find ride share
5. write notes for air b’n’b
6. contact Berlin people

Essay notes
Methodology
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WEEK 23.

This week
1. start essay planning
2. graffiti buy pain
3. kreuzberg film Janet
4. canal walk
5. reflect on Andrew
6. Tuesday galleries Mitte

FUCK (its all ok be andrew)
Van Abbe museum
film people Berlin
Andrew video
methodology essay
coven Andrew

WEEK 24.

To Read more (narrative)
1. Jose Santigo / Saramago
2. Isabelle Allende
3. Gabriel Garcia marques
 100 years of solitude
4. Lydia Davis
5. Kurt Vonnegut
6. Alice Monroe – short stories

Presents
1. Margre – chocolate
2. Judy – amaretto + card
3. Lorena – book
4. Alex – chocolate + vodka
5. Rachel – chocolate
6. marina – chocolate

Buy bread & water
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WEEK 25.

Friday
1. gym
2. breakfast
3. brush teeth
4. read chapter in sunshine
5. get brain in focus
6. salad lunch
7. shower
8. outline for proposal
9. stages of Andrew

FOCUS ON ANDREW
10. 100 sit ups 20 push ups
11. facebook replies
12. clean living room

Now
1. cleaning
2. reading
3. film

Tuesday*
1. gym
2. reading + questions
3. class (NEXT WEEK)
4. work ?? plan
5. shake
6. breakfast / lunch 12pm

WEEK 26.

Friday 10 km Run! (Alex)
1. make soup
2. read book
3. tomorrow start writing
4. film film film
5. cut hair
6. by 28th sign up

Saturday work day
2000 words by tonight

1. 30th meeting Stefaan (Van Abbe)
2. 9th meeting Stefaan (presentation)

(Tehching Hsieh)
no separation between life and art

Monday
1. phonology work
2. gym
3. sex
4. pay rent
5. wash underwear
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WEEK 27.

Sunday
1. finish images sketch
2. finalise text
3. make plan

To Do
1. go to shop (rice / tomatoes / cream)
2. toilet paper
3. plant for Alexandre’s mother
4. review work
5. make first week of Andrewgail video

WEEK 28.

To Do
1. dinner Alexandre’s brother
2. toilet paper + toothpaste
3. message kelly
4. R’m birthday (climbing)
5. phonology 1pm
6. go to studio
7. review material research artists
 publication
8. mother double duvet +bed sheet
9. Janet reference
10. email dyslexia person
11. first week out of Andrew video
12. Charlotte present!
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Andrew drinks coffee
Andrew only dances when he is drunk
Andrew has his period
‘I am not sure I want to push one out my uterus’
said Andrew
Andrew is quieter sometimes
Andrew goes to the gym
Andrew eats what he wants Andrew wants to be 
more muscular
Andrew should not care so much about what 
people think
Andrew is open sexually
Andrew likes techno
Andrew is into sport not big time but he enjoys it
Andrew does not care about money so much
Andrew dreams of wearing Abigail’s orange 
necklace
Andrew is gay

I am becoming a combination of everyone I have 
ever been intimate with

*de-sexualisation of myself

Andrew wants a penis
Andrew wants to fuck someone
I want a penis

Why is Andrew so much like Abigail?
What beer do I drink?
What porn do I watch?
How often do I masturbate?
Am I vegetarian?
What is my sexual orientation?
How do I have sex?
Why am I not more muscular?
Why are my hips so big?
What food do I like?
What am I into?
What football team do I support?
What clothes do I wear?
How does he spend money?
How does he talk to others?
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Questions
What was your first impression when you met 
Abigail?
How would you describe her to someone who 
never met her?
Describe her in 4 words

Questions
What was your first impression when you met 
Andrew?
How would you describe him to someone who 
never met him?
Describe him in 4 words
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